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Abstract—We present a vision system based on a single frame of
standard RGB digital camera to estimate the pose of an unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV). The envisaged application is of ground-based
automatic landing, where the vision system is located on the ship’s
deck and is used to estimate the UAV pose (3D position and
orientation) during the landing process. Using a vision system located
on the ship makes it possible to use an UAV with less processing
power, decreasing its size and weight. The proposed method uses a 3D
model based pose estimation approach that requires the 3D CAD
model of the UAV. Pose is estimated in a particle filtering framework.
The implemented particle filter is inspired in the evolution strategies
present in the genetic algorithms avoiding sample impoverishment.
Results show position and angular errors are compatible with
automatic landing system requirements, even without temporal
filtering. The algorithm is suitable for real time implementation in
standard workstations with graphical processing units.

jamming can occur, increasing the system performance in real
operation scenarios [1].
The available landing area limits the maximum UAV
payload. Most of the research made in this area are based on
on-board systems [2, 3], whereas ground systems [4, 5] are not
usually considered. Using a system located on the ship’s deck
makes it possible to use an UAV with less processing power,
decreasing its size and weight. The Portuguese navy has started
first tests with low cost commercial off-the-shelf UAVs in
2005, testing several hardware and landing configurations [6].
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

N the past several years, research on Autonomous vehicles
has augmented the number of possible civilian and military
applications. The key requirement for most of these systems,
especially in military environment, is reliability, guaranteeing a
very low failure rate in normal operation.
Portugal has the 10th largest exclusive economic zone
(EEZ) in the world and this makes it difficult to control the
territorial waters (approximately 41335 km2) with limited
resources. Nowadays, fast patrol boats (FPB) have an important
role in this context, but their efficacy can be significantly
improved by the support of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).
Because this kind of ships has a small crew and UAV pilots are
not usually available, the automation of all the UAV operations
that still require human intervention (e.g. landing) is a priority.
The available landing site in this kind of ships is a small and
irregular area with size of around 5x6m (stern section). A vision
based system is also more robust in environments where GPS
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Figure 1 Pose estimation in a real scenario (left) and the used UAV
Model (right).

For the vision based system we adopt a 3D model based
approach (as seen in Figure 1). Nowadays all UAVs have their
3D CAD model available, so their pose (3D position and
orientation) can be estimated using a class of methods for 3D
model-based tracking based on particle filters. These represent
the distribution of an object’s 3D pose as a set of weighted
hypotheses (particles) [7,8]. Hypotheses are tested by explicitly
projecting the object model in the image, with a certain rotation
and translation, and comparing the actual image pixel
information. The particle filter, in contrast with other methods
like Kalman Filter, can be used in non-linear situations for
instance in rotation estimation and multimodal distributions
typical of pose estimation methods [9-11].
Initialization is a common problem in particle filters when
no a-priori information of object location is known. In this case
the particles are usually scattered randomly in space around a
specific position [11]. This method is usually slow to converge,
affecting the filter performance and robustness. Another
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solution may be to increase the particle number, but this
increases the required processing power, which is usually
limited. In this paper we propose a method to make a simple
and efficient initialization, based on an initial database of
known object poses.
The resampling strategies for the created particles are
inspired in the evolution strategies present in the genetic
algorithms [12-14], avoiding sample impoverishment [15].
Crossover and mutation operators are adopted, increasing the
filter performance and decreasing the number of needed
particles for object tracking.
In Section 2 is described the 3D model-based pose
estimation system architecture, which is divided in the
following major components: (1) Airship detection, (2) Particle
initialization, (3) Particle evaluation and (4) Pose optimization.
In section 3 some experiments concerning synthetic and real
scenarios are presented. Finally, in section 4 we present the
conclusions of the paper and provide directions for further
research work.
II. 3D MODEL-BASED POSE ESTIMATION SYSTEM
This section introduces the proposed 3D model based pose
estimation system. In this study, we consider UAV detection on
an outdoor environment by a moving platform (ship). The state
vector
is defined by the 3D position (X, Y, Z), and the object
orientation represented by X, Y, Z Euler angles (
, ). The
main goal is to estimate the pose of the vehicle at each
} and send this information to a control station.
time {
In this paper we do not consider information fusion between
different time steps (tracking) but solely the performance
evaluation of the detection and pose estimation algorithms.
Tracking will be addressed in future work.
The proposed method is divided in 4 parts:
 Airship detection – In this stage, the image is scanned in
the search for regions that may contain aerial vehicles with
the appearance of the UAV to land;
 Particle initialization – In this stage we try to match the
regions found in the previous stage to a pre-trained database
of UAV bounding boxes in multiple poses. All poses with
sufficient match score will initialize particles for the pose
estimation procedure;
 Particle evaluation – Each of the particles generated in the
previous stage will be ranked by likelihood, according to the
distance of the particle two different metrics are used;
 Pose optimization – Based on the likelihood metrics,
particles are resamples and optimized to best fit the image
appearance.
A. Airship Detection
The initial region of interest (ROI) detection is very
important since we will use feature points from the object to
make the particle initialization. Since we are operating in
outdoor environments it is very important to achieve luminosity
invariance, guaranteeing a high object detection rate.
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The initial UAV detection is made using a trained local
binary pattern cascade classifier [16],. This initial image
segmentation is very important since we are operating in the
exterior and the presence of other objects in the frame (for
instance clouds) affects the performance of the proposed
system architecture.
B. Particle Initialization
The airship detection stage results in an oriented bounding
box (BB) that indicates the image position and rough posture of
the UAV. To initialize particles close to the real posture of the
UAV, we compare the detected bounding box characteristics
with synthetically generated bounding boxes of the UAV in
many possible poses. This database can be created offline and
indexed in an efficient way for fast run-time access. Since we
use a perspective camera model, the database (training stage)
can be made independent of object position in the image.
The detected bounding boxes are obtained applying the
FAST [17, 18] feature detector on the observation frame,
selecting the key points that are inside the obtained ROI. This
ROI is simply obtained in the airship detection phase, making it
possible to select the feature points belonging to the UAV.
The database is created by rendering images of the UAV 3D
CAD model at a fixed position but varying rotation according
to a Gaussian distribution with
for the
and
parameters. The created database represents 20000 orientation
possibilities: 13620 possibilities (68.1%) are contained in the
frontal semi sphere and the rest (6380) are contained in the back
semi sphere. This gives an average sample difference of 1.23 o
for the front possibilities and 1.8º for the back semi sphere
possibilities. We favour the front hemisphere because in a
landing situation the UAV pose is more likely located on the
frontal semi sphere.
For each generated possibility is obtained the BB that better
fits the projected object and is stored in a database indexed by
angle ( ) and aspect ratio (AR). In order to estimate the initial
object pose of the UAV detected in the real image (3D position
and orientation), we compare the bounding box angle and BB
aspect ratio between the object in the observation frame and the
database.
(1)
The difference between the observation (obs) and the
database (data) is calculated online using the Euclidean
distance as in:
√

(2)

For the best possibilities we assume that the object’s points
are all in the same depth (Z coordinate), projected in a plane
parallel to the image. The Z coordinate can be computed by the
relationship between the BB areas and depth.
√

(3)
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The X and Y coordinates are calculated by the relation
between the coordinate of the centre of the observation BB, the
obtained Z coordinate and the camera intrinsic parameters –
focal length and camera centre coordinates (obtained by
calibration).
(4)
(5)
It is important to guarantee a correct camera calibration to
ensure precision in system performance. Figure 2 shows a
block diagram of the particle initialization procedure.
RGB CAMERA

PARTICLE
INITIALIZATION

CLASSIFIER
(OBJECT ROI)

FAST
ALGORITHM

CALCULATE
X,Y,Z FOR EACH
DATABASE POSE

∑

√

(6)

where
is the inner histogram,
is the outer
histogram and is the respective histogram bin.
The hybrid likelihood function (used in under 25 meters
estimation) combines the likelihood function described before,
with contour information. The set of visible edges (3D CAD
model) are projected in a 2D plane according to the currently
tested pose hypothesis. The edge line segments are identified
and a sample point ( ) in the middle is generated. Then a 1D
perpendicular search (as seen in Figure 4) is made to match the
sample points with the nearest edge ( ). After calculating the
matches the contour likelihood is calculated as in [21]:

BB
PARAMETERS
CALCULATION

(

)

(7)

where is the arithmetic average distance between the sample
points and the edge points, the
and are sensitivity terms
used to tune the contour likelihood function,
is the number
of visible sample points and
is the number of matched
sample points.

DATABASE
BEST
POSSIBILITIES

Figure 2 Particle initialization architecture.

C. Particle Evaluation
Each particle corresponds to a 3D pose. By projecting the
3D CAD model of a particle in the image frame, we obtain an
expectation of its location (hypothesis). To check the quality of
this hypothesis, we will sample the current image at the
expected location and evaluate a likelihood function. To
decrease the estimation error two different likelihood functions
were used:

To increase system performance when a frame is obtained
the magnitude and orientation of the gradient (Sobel filter) is
calculated and stored.
In order to obtain less error in the matching process, for each
sample point the angle is calculated and compared to the
gradient orientation at the matched point. If this angle diverges
by 45 degrees the matched point is excluded minimizing the
existing error.

 Difference between the inner (object) and the outer
histogram limited by a bounding box (above 25 meters
estimation);
 Hybrid approach combining the likelihood function
described before with a contour based method (under 25
meters estimation).
Above 25 meters the particle with the highest weight is the
particle that maximizes the difference between the two
histograms (See Figure 3). Using this approach is possible to
have a likelihood function invariant to illumination changes.
This robustness is very important since this is an outdoor
application, where the brightness variations are often
unpredictable.

Figure 4 Sample points and 1D search (black lines).

The hybrid likelihood is created by the junction of the two
likelihood functions described before in Equations (6) and (7),
and is calculated as in:
(8)
Where is a relative sensitivity term used to fine tune the
hybrid likelihood function. The simplified schematic of this
calculation can be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 3 Example of object inner (object) and outer (between the
object and the bounding box) regions where color histograms are
computed for the particle likelihood metric.
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Figure 5 Hybrid likelihood calculation – simplified schematic.

The histograms are obtained in the RGB colour space (12
bins for each colour – B = 12), and the distance between them
are calculated using the Bhattacharyya similarity metric as in
[19, 20]:

D. Pose Optimization
Given a set of particles and a likelihood function, the
optimization process (Figure 6) operates in three phases:
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 Bootstrap;
 Coarse Optimization;
 Fine Optimization.
In the Bootstrap phase the best 100 possibilities obtained by
comparison with the database are collected in a list (Top 100).
The likelihood of each particle is evaluated and stored in the
list. The best M particles are stored in an auxiliary buffer (Top
M). The particles with weight very close to zero (below δ=0.01)
are eliminated and replaced with a random particle selected
from the Top M buffer, added with Gaussian noise of
covariance B. At this point, all particles have likelihood above
δ.

The fine optimization phase is analogous to the coarse phase
but the Gaussian noise variance applied in mutation is lower, in
order to make a fine-tuning to the estimated pose. The fine
optimization phase ends after 5 iterations.
PARTICLE
INITIALZIATION

LIKELIHOOD
CALCULATION

UPDATE BEST
PARTICLE
VECTOR

GENERATE
NEW PARTICLES

OPTIMIZATION
PHASE
ANALYSIS

Figure 7 Pose optimization architecture.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

THRESHOLD MIN

BOOTSTRAP
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OPTIMIZATION OPTIMIZATION
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Figure 6 Particle Filter optimization Phases.

Then, we run up to 10 improvement steps. In each step all
particles are evaluated and compared to those in the Top M, if
the obtained weight is higher the Top M is updated. If there are
at least two particles in the Top M with likelihood bigger than
“Threshold min”, the bootstrap phase ends. Otherwise, each
B.
If after 10 of these improvement steps no two particles are
above “Threshold min”, the bootstrap process is restarted up to
a maximum of 3 restarts. In our experiments we have noticed
that the occurrence of restarts is very rare.
The coarse optimization phase begins when at least two
particles have a weight higher than “Threshold min”. At any
stage of the coarse and fine optimization phases, the best two
particles have an important role in the optimization process
because they will provide the “chromosomes” for an approach
inspired on genetic algorithms [13,14]. After extensive
experimentation we have found such an approach much more
effective than using only random perturbations and resampling
as in conventional particle filters. The approach works as
follows.
Each particle in the Top 100 list coming from the bootstrap
process is analyzed. If the particle is the best one, it is perturbed
with some Gaussian noise. If the particle weight is smaller, the
best 2 particles are combined by crossover to create a new
particle. The crossover operation consists in random selection
of attributes (X, Y, Z, γ, β, α) of the original particles. To half of
the particles generated by crossover is applied a soft mutation
by adding Gaussian noise to the result. Together these rules
allow focused particle diversity, simultaneously converging to
the best solution and avoiding possible local minima. The
process stops when at least two of the particles are above value
“Threshold”. If this does not happen in 10 iterations, the pose
optimization filter returns to the bootstrap phase automatically.

In this section we show results from UAV detection, particle
initialization and pose estimation on real images. Because with
real images we do not have ground truth information, results are
qualitatively evaluated through observation of the CAD model
projection on the images. To quantitatively evaluate the
performance of our method we also show a statistical analysis
of pose estimation on a large number of synthetically generated
images with ground truth. The method was implemented in
C++ on a 2.40 GHz Intel i7 CPU and NVIDIA GeForce GT
750M. All computational times and results presented in this
section refer to this platform.
A. Object Detection
The initial object detection is made using a cascade
classifier that identifies the object localization ROI as seen in
Figure 8. The average running time in a 1280x720 frame is
about 59 ms.

Figure 8 Observation frame Bounding Box detection. From left to
right: (i) original image; (ii) detected ROI by sliding window
cascaded classifier trained on LBP features; (iii) FAST features
detected inside previous ROI; and (iv) oriented bounding box
enclosing detected features.

After the ROI was obtained, the FAST algorithm is applied
to the frame and the points that are inside that ROI are used to
calculate the object BB. The obtained average running time of
the FAST algorithm in a 1280x720 frame is less than 1 ms.
B. Particle Initialization

Figure 9 In red we can see the projection on the real image of
randomly selected possibilities for particle initialization from the
best database matches.
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For the obtained bounding box the angle and aspect ratio is
calculated and compared with the database, as explained in
Section 2D. Since the database is entirely loaded in the
beginning of the program, the average running time for all
database is less than 1 ms.
The best possibilities (as seen in Figure 9) are used to
initialize the pose optimization procedure. There are some
possibilities with the same relation of BB and angle that do not
correspond to the real pose of the UAV, but those possibilities
are filtered in the first iteration. This filtering is done replacing
all the particles with very low likelihood with a best particle
adding some Gaussian noise to guarantee particle diversity.
C. Particle Optimization
Figure 11 Average likelihood vs Iteration number.
TABLE I COMPUTATIONAL TIME
Figure 10 Best Particles obtained in the first 3 iterations for two
different poses (Particles = 100).

Particle
Number (N)
1
10
20
50
100
200

The described method was applied in real scenarios (as seen
in Figure 10). We found that 4 iterations with 100 particles are
enough for a good detection performance. This is only possible
because the particle initialization procedure gives already good
approximations to the pose, improving the convergence rate of
the optimization phase.
The average likelihood for the real scenario in Figure 10
was calculated (Figure 11) changing the particle number (N)
and the database poses (D) used for the initialization. When D
is lower than N the remaining possibilities are created adding
Gaussian noise to the best possibilities. In the plots the two
horizontal lines correspond to the selected “Threshold” (upper
line) and “Threshold min” (lower line) that control the coarse
and fine phases of the optimization algorithm depicted in
Figure 6. Bellow “Threshold Min” we are at the bootstrap
phase (best database possibilities and some Gaussian noise
depending of the selected parameters), in the middle we are at
the coarse optimization phase and above “Threshold” we are at
the fine optimization phase.

Time
(ms)
7.5
72
148
374
765
1659

Frames per
second (fps)
133.3
13.8
6.7
2.6
1.3
0.6

D. Quantitative Performance Evaluation
A test set was created for several UAV distances: 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 meters, using 850 synthetic
frames for each distance. The final pose estimate was obtained
from the most likely particle running the proposed algorithm
with 100 particles and 100 database poses.
As we can see from the Figure 12 the translation error
decreases with proximity, obtaining a mean value at 5 meters
(as seen in TABLE II) of 0.27 meters. The landing area is an
irregular area of 5x6 meters, so we need to guarantee a
minimum translation error of 1 meter in order to ensure a
reliable landing.

As we can see from the Figure 11 the convergence to the
coarse optimization is very fast (in average 2 iterations),
demonstrating the importance of the initialization process in the
convergence to the final result. It is also shown that more
database possibilities do not necessarily correspond to better
results, for example the 200 particles used in Figure 11 for 150
and 200 database possibilities. The “Threshold” parameter
must be set to a value that corresponds to acceptable particle
pose likelihood, being a compromise between speed and
accuracy. The best speed vs performance parameters obtained
are 100 particles with 100 poses used from the database.
The average computational times for each iteration is shown
in TABLE I. To calculate the magnitude and angle of the
gradient of each frame (used for the contour likelihood
calculation) an average running time of 25 ms must be added.
Thus, for 100 particles, we get an average time of 790 ms
(approximately 1.26 fps).
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Figure 12 Translation Error (meters)
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As we are operating in an outdoor environment and with
moving platforms, a sudden variation in the atmospheric
conditions can lead to failure. This resolution in translation is
clearly achieved, guaranteeing a UAV good estimation in 3D
position across the range of distances covered in this test. We
expect to further increase the accuracy of the system and reduce
the amount of outliers (outliers are currently less than 5% of the
cases) by using the UAV dynamic model in a temporal filtering
and data association framework.

TABLE III ROTATION ERROR

Distance
(meters)
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

TABLE II TRANSLATION ERROR

Distance
(meters)
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Mean value
(meters)
0.27
0.54
0.92
1.32
1.68
2.1
2.4
2.9
3.5
3.8

Median value
(meters)
0.19
0.40
0.70
0.92
1.28
1.45
1.66
1.99
2.43
2.61

The rotation error at 5 meters also decreases with proximity
but less markedly than with translation. It has a median value of
9.4 degrees (as seen in TABLE III). This error values can be
achieved by the combination of the hybrid likelihood formula
as described in Section IIC for distances less than 25 meters.
The higher error for distances above 25 meters happens mainly
because the UAV model has the majority of its pixels
concentrated in its wings and the used likelihood formula is
based on the maximization of the difference between two pixel
areas, originating a lower sensibility in variations that happen
in the rest of its body. The rotation error becomes particularly
evident in poses where the UAV body is partially occluded by
its wings, generating some situations where the particle is
shifted around 180 degrees from the observed pose. This
ambiguity will be tackled in future work by using dynamic
constraints between pose and velocity direction in a temporal
filtering framework.
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Mean value
(Degrees)
37.2
52.3
60.5
62.5
63.3
75.4
75.1
77.2
74.9
79.3

Median value
(Degrees)
9.4
14.6
22.1
23.3
27.0
52.2
46.6
56.5
41.8
61.7

IV. CONCLUSIONS
A method was introduced and tested for estimating the pose
of a known UAV in images acquired onboard a ship, for the
purpose of automatic landing. The presented algorithms
features a UAV detection method based on a cascaded
classifier; a novel particle initialization methodology with a
pre-trained database of images indexed by bounding box
properties; and a particle optimization stage inspired in
evolutionary methods that has shown interesting convergence
properties. The implemented architecture allows very accurate
position estimation (about 4% median error at 5 m) and a
reasonable attitude error (about 10º median error at 5m). We
consider these precision levels suitable for the following stages
of the work, which will focus on using temporal filtering
frameworks and dynamic constraints to complete the tracking
system.
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